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SHAKING OF PARTICLE BEAMS TO REMOVE NEUTRALIZING IONS* 

J.M. Peterson 

Lawrence Radiation Laboratory 
University of California 

Berkeley, California 

Introduction and Summary 

Positive ions produced through ionization of the 
residual gas by the electron beam in an accelerator or 
storage ring can be trapped in the rotential well of 
the beam and produce focusing forces on the beam that 
can shift the betatr~n frequency onto a resonance or 
stimulate other beam-dynamics effects. At low beam in
tensity the ions can be removed by means of the elec
tric field imposed by clearing electrodes; however, at 
high intensity clearing electrodes can become ineffec
tive when the local fieid of the beam is greater thari 
that imposed by the electrodes or even harmful because 
of electromagnetic interaction between the beam and 
the electrode system. The ions can be removed also by 
letting them coast to the walls in the interval during 
an empty gap in the beaml , but the length of the neces
sary gap in many cases is impractical. In this paper 
a new method, called ''beam shaking", is pro posed for 
removing the neutralizing ions by inducing increasing
ly larger amplitudes of ion oscillation about the beam 
until they are driven to the walls. 

Beam Shaking, General Features 

The positive ions produced by ionization of the 
reSidual gas by an electron beam move under the com
bined action of the local electric and magnetic fields. 
The dominant field in a high-intensity, large-radius 
machine can be the coulomb field produced by the elec
tron beam. In a round metal vacuum chamber of radius 
R, the electric potential produced by a beam of I 
amperes uniformly distri.buted within a beam radius b 
and centered a distance d along the (transverse) x
axis from the center of the pipe is described on the 
x-axis by the function V(x,d) (in units of volts): 

[ 2 2]' V(x,d) = { - 3~I 1 _ (x~~) + 2ln Rb;Xd , 

for Iy.-~I < b (within the beam) (la) 

601 R -xd I 
- - In Rlx-dl ' for x-dl > b 

~ (outSide the beam)(lb) 

where ~c is the velocity of the electrons in the 
beam. 

The potential at the wall V(±R,d) is zero. At 
the center of the beam 2 2 
V(d,d) = - 30I/e[1 + 2 In(R -d )/bR). We note that 
the potential difference bet~Teen the beam and the wall 
decreases When the beam moves fr,m the center of the 
chamber, but onbY ~y the relatively small amount 
60I/~ In (1 - d2/R ) •. The lX'sitive ions in the cham
ber tend to oscillate in the c0ulomb well between the 
turn-around points corresponding to the total energy 
(kinetlc plus potential) with which it was formed.· An 
ion formed by an ionlzation event in the electron beam 
is born with.negligible kinetic energy and ordinarily 
is trapped to oscillate within the beam, always within 
its original radius to the beam center. 

Now if the beam is suddenly moved sideways, an 
ion instantaneously finds itself at a new potential, 
but with its old kinetic energy, and thus begins to 
oscillate at a total energy equal to the sum of the 
* Work developed under consulting agreement with The 
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old kinetic and new potential energies. If the change 
in potential energy is positive, the total energy of 
the .ion is raised, and it begins to oscillate with lar
ger amplitude It Is obvious that repeated movements 
of the beam in this manner can increase the amplitude 
of the ion until it can reach the wall snd be lost. 
Even if the amplitude is not enough to let the bn 
reach the wall, an 'increased amplitude can serve to 
decrease Significantly the average neutralization of 
the electr,n beam. "Beam shaking" is the term used to 
describe motion of the beam that will tend to increase 
the amplitude of the i0n mothn, such as to drive the 
ions into the wallar merely t, reduce beam neutraliza
tion by diluting the ion density within the electr0n 
beam. 

Programmed Beam Shaking 

If the details of the .ion motion are sufficiently 
well known, it is possible to remove the ions with just 
two "shakes" of the beam. Consider, for example, the 
situation in which the electron beam- is initially cen
tered in a round metallic vacuum chamber 8 times lar
ger than the beam. Let us follow the changes in ion 
energy as the beam is switche.d from the center to +R/2 
and then to -R/2 on the x-axis, as illustrated in Fig
ures la, Ib, and le. A singly-charged ion born in the 
beam is somewhere in the cross-hatched area of Figure 
la, where the potential energy is (-140 + 15) I/B elec
tron volts. (We are ignoring the potential due to the 
positive ions). \'!h':)n the beam position is abruptly 
moved to R/2, the potential energy of the ions is 
raised by about 113 I/~ and the ions are transformed to 
the cross-hatched area on Curve 2 in Figure lb. The 
ions then proceed to oscillate across the new potential 
well (Curve 2) in the region bounded by horizontal 
dashed lines, where the total ion energies are in the 
range (-27 ± 15) I/S electron volts. 

If the next switch of the beam from x = R/2 (Curve 
2) to X = -R/2 (Curve 3) is delayed about 1/4 ion-osci
llation period, when the i.ons will be oscillating 
through the beam and have their maximum kinetic ener
gies, the gain in ion energy will be optimal. For an 
ion at R/2 its increase in potential energy due to the 
beam switch is· 124 I/e, and its total energy becomes 
(+97 + 15) I/~, so that it is sure to strike the wall 
and thus be removed within a half ion-,scillation per
iod. 

Random Bea~ Shaking 

If the. oscillation period of the ions is not known 
or if there is a variety of ions present, a programmed 
method of shifting the beam at the o~timal time of 
greatest ion kinetic energy may not be ~iorkable. How
ever, a method of shif'ting the beam at random times 
also can be effective in raising the ions to escape en
ergy; 

Consider Figure lc again; the cross-hatched. area 
extending up into the positive energy region is the lo
cus of the energy region of Curve 2 (Figure lb) bet'Teen 
(-27 .:!: 15) I/f> transformed by the shift in the beam 
from x = +R/2 to x = -R/2. Note that each point in 
the positive x-region is raised in energy while each 
point in the negative x-region is lowered. If'the beam 
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,Successive steps in beam shaking. 
rona formed inside the beam. have energies 
an4 movement shown within the cross-hatched 
area.on f)OtentiaLcurve-l. 
Beam displacement--to R/2 moves ions up in 
total energy to sniaUcrosfj-hatched area on 
curve 2. Ions then ofjcillateover the wi
der cross-hatched area~ 
Beam disPfacement to -R/2 transforms ion 
energies to cross~hatched area of curve 3. 
Thqseli'fted to positive energies will be 
lost to the wall within .a' halt' oscillation 
.I>e:d:od. . . . . 
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SWitch occurs at a random time, the probaoility that 
an ion will increase its total energy is equal to the 
fraction of its period that it is in the positive x
region. For anion of .;. 30 r/e total energy,. e. g., this 
probability is about 60f" so that even with a random 
switch time there is a good probability that' an. ion of 
this energy or less will be "pumped" upward.in total 
energy. Repeated switches of the beam posit ion between 
+R/2 will thus produce a random walk of the ion energy 
up toward energies of escape. The ty~ical step in this 
random walk is about, 100 r/e, .so that only a small num
ber of .steps should be sufficient for raising the ~mer-. 
gy of most of the ions by the 150 I/e typically needed 
for-esca!.·e to the wa.lls. It is worth rioting that ions 
having total energies between 0 and -22·5 Ile spend 
less than 501> of their time in the positive x-region 
of curve 2, so that a random beam shift is likely to 
lower.their energies. However, this energy band is 
ne:rrow relative to the typical energy step and thus. 
will eventually .be skipped over. 

This discussion of the ion motion in the x'-direc
tion has neglected the mOtion in the other tran's';erse 
direction and also the effect ofa magnetic gilicie field. 
Although these matters complicate the details of the 
ion motion, the energetics of the interaction are qual
itatively- unchanged.. The magnetic field, if strong 
enough, . serves to limit· the ion motion to helical paths 
parallel to the flux lines. If one arranges the direc
tion of the beam shaking to be parallel to the magnetic 
field, the effect of the field .1s beneficial in that it 
serves to limit the mOtion in the other transverse di
rection. 

The oscillation period of an ion in the potential 
of equation 1 is somewhat laborious to evaluate. When 
the ion is formed inside the beam centered in the cham
ber (d = 0), the period T is given by , 

T=2b! f-' 
[
'NC2",] 1/2 . 

c.fl 30IZ 
(2a) 

When the ion is oscillating with an amplitude appre
ciably greater than the beam radius b, the period is 
given apvroximately by 

_ Ixl-xd [MC2e] 1/2 
T _. c .p 30IZ . (2b) 

where x and Xz a2e the maximum displacements in 
the + di~ections.Mc is the rest mass of the ion, 
(ih electron volts) and Z is its charge state: For 
example, for, a N2+ ion oBcillating within a 100 amp
ere .relativistic electrOn beam of 1 em radius, the per
iod is about 1/2 microsecond. When the ion oscillates 
out to + 8 cm from the center of the beam, the period 
is about 3 microseconds. . 

Production of Transverse Beam Motion 

Movi~g the beam abruptly and holding it ip the .dis~ 
placed·position as required in this beam shaking tech
nique can be accomplished in a variety of ways. The 
requirements are that it be done both in a time much 
shorter than the ion period and in a way that does not 
produce' appreciable collective oscillation of ,the beam. 

An easy way to perturb the closed-orbit into a 
sinusoidal path about the nonnal clo.sed-orbit is by . 
means of a single dipol;J magnet situated anywhere along 
the orbit. If this magnet can be sW.itched .on in a time 
much longer than the ci~culation period of the beam but 
much shorter than the ion period, the beam will adiaba
ticaliy move sideways without collective oscillation 
and thus induce the desired motion in the ions. Such 
motion can be used to drive out the ions in the regions 
of the maxima in the sinusoidal closed-orbit. Another 
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such distorting magnet situated an odd number of quar
ter betatron wave lengths from the first can subse
quently be used to produce maxima in the perturbed 
clo::;ed-orbi t where the first maenet had "zeroes". 
However, the use of this simple, single-magnet method 
of distorting the closed-orbit can be used only when 
the beain circulation period is much, much shorter than 
the ion oscillation period. 

A more generally applicable method of suddenly 
displacing the. beam sideways without producing collec
tive oscillation is the use of two kicker magnets. sep
arated by an integral number of half betatron wave 
lengths. After magnet number one is switched on, elec
trons paSSing through this magnet follow a sinusoidal 
trajectory about the previous closed-orbit. If the' 
second magnet is placed at the last "zero"in this 
sinusOidal path before one complete revolution of the 
machine, and if the seco'nd magnet is turned at the 
time when the first perturbed electrons reach it and 
in such a manner as to cancel the effect of the first 
magnet, then no dilution of beam emittance will occUr 
because the closed-orbit of the machine will lie along 
the path taken by the central beam particle -- i.e., 
along the sinusoidal trajectory between 'the two kicker 
magnets over most of the machines circumference and 
along the old, unperturbed central closed-orbit for 
the remaining small section of the machine. 

A second pair of kicker magnets shifted 900 in 
betatron phase will complement the first pair by hav~ 
ing large amplitudes in the distorted closed-orpit 
where the first pair produced zeroes. Similarly, a 
third pair could help clean up the small p:lrtions of 
the circumference (betvleen the kicker pairs) where the 
closed-orbit was undistorted. . 

Obviously, there are infinite number of kicker 
magnet distributions which will do an equivalent job 
of suddenly shifting the beam in a transverse direc
tion. The use of kicker pairs is conceptually the 
easiest, but sensitive to the exact betatron tune. 
The use of kicker triplets is more flexible and allows 
compensation for changes or ignorance in the betatron 
tune and for limitations in available poSitions for 
the kicker magnets. 

Conclus,ions 

The scheme to remove neutralizing ions from the 
circulating beam in an accelerator or storage ring by 
the method of beam shaking seems feasible and practical 
for machines ,with vacuum apertures considerably larger 
than the size of the beam. The method was described 
as applying to the removal of p:lsitive ions from elec
tron beams, but it c,an be applied also to the removal 
of electrons or negative ions from beams of p:lsitive 
particles. It cfl.n in principle apply also to the re
moval of neutralizing ions from non-Circulating beams, 
such as in a high-intensity or a dc linear accelerator. 
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